Two hours. One smart learning experience.

By now you already know that organizations using data to drive workforce decisions outperform those that don’t. But how do you make the most of existing analyses? Visier Business User course provides either a pre-designed or customized learning experience to help you unlock the full potential of Visier People.

This 2-hour program features one session conducted in your Visier environment, using your data, up to two hours of instructor preparation time, and one hour of post-training time to address questions that may come up after practical application. If you choose the customized option, we also create an accompanying participant guide that’s available to your attendees in digital form.

Objectives

During the course, participants will learn how to:

- Leverage Visier People to solve business problems
- Apply filters to unique and shared analyses to focus on specific areas of interest
- Use chart visualizations to gain insights
- Leverage in-tool support resources

Who Should Attend

People within your organization who will be using existing analyses to garner information and make smarter business decisions.